We use the perturbative QCD methods of Lepage and Brodsky to calculate the rate forB s → ρK s , with an eye toward the CP violating unitarity triangle angle γ. We show that , although the penguins are large, there are regions of the allowed parameter space of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix wherein γ is measurable. The rates which we find tend to favor the type of luminosities now envisioned for hadron-based B-factories.
Now that the SLAC-LBL-LLNL Asymmetric B-Factory is under construction, its systematic exploitation for CP violation studies is not far away. To realize the true potential of these studies, it is important that the complete set of Standard Model CP violation parameters for the B-system be explored, if it is at all possible. In particular, this means that all CP violating angles α, β and γ of the unitarity triangle should be measured ,where we use the notation of [1] for these angles. The angle β is the "gold plated" angle of the triangle, as it will be the presumably the most readily measurable of the three angles, via the modes B → Ψ/JK s , Ψ/JK * + , and is in fact used to specify the minimal requirements for the B-Factory machine and detector system to be successful.
(Here, K * + denotes the CP + neutral K * meson.) Accordingly, the B decay modes needed for measurement of the angles α and γ must also be identified and assessed. In this connection, the modeB 0 s → ρ + K s is worthy of some attention; for, were it not for the possible contamination from penguins, this mode would be a candidate mode for the measurement of γ [1] . Indeed, the potential contamination from penguins is just as substantial as it is for the modeB → π 0 π 0 in connection with the measurement of α, for which the authors [2] have devised isospin methods to combine the measurements of the modes B → π + π − , π 0 π 0 and B + → π + π 0 to extract α independent of the size of the penguin contamination-the main experimental problem of course is the measurement of the π 0 π 0 mode. Thus, it is desirable to address these penguin CP violation pollution effects from a dynamical approach which aims to quantify them directly, thereby isolating just where a measurement may still be made, in view of the available parameter space in the respective CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix. Indeed, in a recent paper [3] , we analyzed the theoretical expectations for the size of these penguins in the basic modē B → π + π − as well as in the companion modeB → π 0 π 0 , and we have found that, in a large region of the parameter space, the SLAC-LBL-LLNL Asymmetric B-Factory device will be able to extract the fundamental CP violating angle α without depending on the penguin trapping methods in Ref. [2] . The natural question to ask is whether an analogous region exist in the case of the measurement of the angle γ in the B s → ρK s decay? It is this question that we address in the following theoretical development.
Specifically, we will use the methods of Lepage and Brodsky [4] , as they are represented in our anaylsis of
. As we explain in Ref. [3] , we expect the accuracy of our methods as used here to be at least as accurate as the 25% accuracy determined in the work in Ref. [5] .
Since we present both the absolute decay rates and the ratio of of branching ratios corresponding to such rates, with and without the penguins included in the respective calculations, we expect to the minimize the sensitivity of of our results to the uncertainty of the normalization of the distribution amplitudes which we do use. Indeed, in the respective CP asymmetry parameter sin(2γ) analysis, we compute its apparent shift away from its expected value in the absence of penguins in ratio to that expected value, ∆ sin(2γ)/ sin(2γ). Evidently, the normalization of our distribution amplitudes also drops out of this quantity.
Concerning the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix itself, we follow the conventions of Gilman and Kleinknecht in Ref. [6] for the CP-violating phase δ 13 ≡ δ and in view of the current limits on it we consider the entire range 0 ≤ δ ≤ 2π. For the CKM matrix parameters V td and V ub we also consider their extremal values from Ref. [6] (the Particle Data Group (PDG) compilation). To parametrize these extremes, we use the notation defined in
Ref. [7] for |V ub /V cb | in terms of the parameter R b = .385 ± .166 [6] . All other CKM matrix element parameters are taken at their central values [6] .
We should emphasize that the decay under study here is not the only way to study the CP-violating angle γ. Indeed, due to the very small rates which we shall find, it will be seen that the most appropriate machine to pursue the mode under discussion here is a hadron collider type B-factory device. As shown in Refs. [1, 7, 8] , the e + e − colliding beam type B-factory device can approach γ from other decay mode avenues.
We further emphasize that it is possible to use the methods of Lepage and
Brodsky [4] ,as they are represented in the anaylses in Refs. [3, 5] , to address both the concept of color suppression for theB s → ρK s decay as well as the size of the penguin pollution in its CP violating phase structure as described above.
We will take advantage of this opportunity to get a quantitative estimate of the color suppression effect in this decay under study here. In practice, what this will mean is that, in addition to computing our branching ratio (BR) for the decay with and without penguins included, we will also compute it with and without gluon exchange between between the would-be spectators and thelines of the outgoing ρ. Again, we will focus on the respective ratios of BR's to avoid sensitivity to the uncertainty in the normalization of our distribution amplitudes. Such an estimate of color suppression has not appeared elsewhere. Specifically, we note that the QCD corrections to the weak interaction
Lagrangian will be implemented after the ideas of Bauer,Stech and Wirbel (BSW) in Ref. [9] , whereby the field current identity is used to interpolate the ρ into the operator O 2 = Q 1 in the QCD corrected effective weak interaction current-current product in H ef f as it is defined in Ref. [7] H
where the Wilson coefficientsC i and operators Q k are as given in Ref. [7] , G F is Fermi's constant, µ is is the renormalization scale and is of O(m b ) and here q = s. ; the respective remaining current is responsible for theB s to K s transition shown in Fig.1 . To address the issue of factorization/colorsuppression, we shall present results when the exchange of the gluon G in Fig. 1 is between thes and the u andū in the ρ and when these exchanges are dropped. For the QCD penguin graphs, we will work similarly, allowing the exchange of a gluon between the would-be spectators and the penguin gluon itself as well as between thiss and the outgoing q andq of the ρ and comparing the respective results with the analogous results when such gluon exchange is dropped. For the EW penguins, there is no penguin gluon with which the would-be spectators could interact. Some discussion of the effective values of the coefficients C 1 =C 2 , C 2 =C 1 , a 1 and a 2 as defined in Ref. [9] is now appropriate. Following Ref. [9] and the recent results in Ref. [10] , when
we assume factorization, we use a 2 ∼ = .24 ∼ = |C 2 (m b )| and when we assess the color-supression effect by including the exchange of G between thes and theof the ρ we set C 1 (m b ) ∼ = 1.1 and a 2 ∼ = C 2 + 1 3
127; these results are consistent with those found in Ref. [10] . In this way, using the methods of
Ref. [4] we evaluate the graphs illustrated in Fig. 1 and arrive at the results in Table 1 and in Fig. 2 ( the explicit expressions for the respective amplitudes may be inferred from those for the processB → ππ given in Eq. (1) and in
Eqs.(A1-A4) in Ref. [3] via the appropriate substitutions of momenta and distribution amplitudes; for example, for the factor F N in (A1) we would now have its form obtained by the substitutions
wherein Q = P ′ s − Ps, P f , f = b,s is 4-momentum of f in theB s in Fig. 1 and P d , P in this regard, we further note that the Lepage-Brodsky distribution amplitude for the ρ in the analog of Eq.(A4) in Ref. [3] for the process under study here
for example by the standard methods, where we use the ChernyakZhitnitsky (C-Z) type result [12] for the ρ distribution amplitude in analogy with our discussion in the Notes Added in Ref. [3] ; here, ǫ(P ρ ) and f ρ are the respective ρ polarization 4-vector and decay constant with f ρ ∼ = .14GeV ; thē B s distribution amplitude is taken in complete analogy with theB d in Ref. [3] ).
Penguin Shift of sin (2γ) 1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 /.141GeV ) 2 ) T ree T ree + P enguin T ree + P enguin + CE T T ree + P enguin + CE T +P R b 10 The factorized approximation without penguin effects is denoted as T ree; the corresponding results with the penguin effects (both EW and QCD penguins) included are denoted by T ree + P enguin; the results corresponding to the inclusion of the gluon exchange bewteen the uū in the ρ and thes would-be spectator are denoted by T ree+ P enguin+ CE T ; and, when the gluon exchanges between thē s would-be spectator and the outgoing dd of the ρ and the penguin gluon itself are included, we denote the result by T ree + P enguin + CE T +P . All results are given with a factor of (f Bs /.141GeV ) 2 × 10 −8 removed for a total width Γ(B s → all) = 4.085 × 10 −13 GeV and for the variation 0.0 ≤ δ 13 ≤ 2π.
From these results, and their ratios with one another, we see that the color supression idea does not really hold for this decay. We see, as already anticipated by several authors [1] , that the penguins are indeed important. There do not show these ±1σ deviation measurability regimes separately here-see
Ref. [13] for the corresponding plots analogous to that in Fig. 2 .) The BR's in Table 1 however tend to indicate that the required luminosity would be more appropriate to hadron machines than to an e + e − annihilation B-factory. We therefore are led to suggest that the B-factory of the SLAC-LBL type should focus its attention on other possible roads to γ. Others [1] have reached a similar conclusion.
Finally, we stress that we have found that the assumption of color suppression (factorization) does not appear to work very well in our calculations. This is consistent with the results in Refs. [14, 15] on the analysis of the data on the processes B → Ψ/J K ( * ) . We will take up the corresponding analysis with our methods elsewhere [13] .
